INTRODUCTION
was among the first to explore experimentally the effectiveness of texture as a cue to surface slant but he provided no computational analysis of the information content of texture. Purdy (1958) , working with Gibson, decomposed the texture cue into several components. Cutting and Millard (1984) provided a similar analysis, decomposing the texture information content into three relatively independent sources: compression, density and scaling (although there is debate as to how independent these sources really are; Todd & Akerstrom, 1987) . Building on the work of Cutting and Millard, Blake et aL, (1993) provided the following definitions of these components:
(i) Compression is often defined as the ratio of the width to the length of the individual elements in the image (Cutting & Millard, 1984) . This definition is not suitable for Blake and colleagues' (1993) theoretical analysis which was *Artificial Intelligence Vision Research Unit, Department of Psychology, University of Sheffield, Sheffield, U.K. tDepartment of Engineering Science, University of Oxford, Parks Road, Oxford, U.K. :~To whom all correspondence should be addressed.
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(ii) founded on needle (i.e., single straight line) texture elements, for which they defined compression as the tendency of the distribution of texel orientations to become aligned with the horizon. For example, a surface with a texture that is isotropic in texel orientations (all line orientations equally likely on the surface) will exhibit that isotropy in its image when the surface is arranged to be fronto-paraltel. However, if for example, the same surface is viewed as a ground plane by a standing viewer, the distribution of texel orientations in the image will no longer be isotropic but biased towards orientations parallel to the horizon. The extent of this bias depends on the orientation of the surface with respect to the viewer, varying between two limits. At frontoparallel (0 deg) there is no bias and at 90 deg, for which the line of sight lies in the surface, all lines are aligned with the horizon. Density. The density cue in the image is defined in terms of the spatial distribution of texel centres in the image plane. For a surface with an homogeneous texel distribution, this homogeneity is preserved in the image when the surface is viewed fronto-parallel. When it is viewed as, for example, a ground plane the texture density in the 1164 D. BUCKLEY et al. image for different regions of the surface will depend on the distance of that region from the observer: near regions will be less dense and far regions more dense. (iii) Scaling. This derives from the projected sizes of texels in an image. It varies inversely with distance: texels project as larger entities in the image at closer distances than at far distances. Scaling is additional to, and independent of, the effect of compression. For example, if an observer's viewing distance to a particular texel is changed while maintaining the same line of sight angle to the surface, the compression of that texel will remain constant whilst its scaling will change.
The usefulness of these cues to recovering surface shape depends upon the applicability of various assumptions about texel distributions on the viewed surface, with these assumptions usually being expressed in statistical terms. For compression, orientational isotropy is demanded; for density, homogeneity; and for scaling, texels must be of uniform size and an estimate of what that size might be is required. Many shape from texture algorithms have been written that utilise one or more of these assumptions, e.g. Bajcsy and Lieberman (1976) , Witkin (1981) , Pentland (1986) , Aloimonos (1988) , Blostein and Ahuja (1989) , Kanatani and Chou (1989) , Blake and Marinos (1990) , and G~rding (1992) .
Using isotropy and homogeneity assumptions, Blake et al. (1993) developed a statistical Ideal Observer theory of shape from texture. They analyzed the relative contributions of compression and density with varying field of view (FOV) size. (As it is more difficult to model scaling stochastically, their theory does not make any predictions for the effect of FOV on the contribution of scaling.*) Blake et al. tested their Ideal Observer theory as a model of human performance for curved surfaces and found psychophysical supporting evidence. The present paper will be concerned with the predictions they made for perceptions of planar surface slant as FOV varies. As will be explained, testing predictions for the planar case requires much larger FOVs than were available to Blake et al. The Blake et al. theory demonstrates that, as FOV increases, the reliability of information from both compression and density increases. However, the reliability of density information increases at a greater rate with FOV increase than does reliability for compression. *For compression there is a natural default distribution for orientations, namely the isotropic distribution. Similarly for density, the natural default distribution is one that assumes density is homogeneous. For scaling, the natural default distribution might be one of uniformly distributed size over some interval; there are, however, many possible choices, both for the uniform size of the elements and for the size of that interval. Hence scaling is not easy to model stochastically in a way that allows it to be weighted, on the basis of statistical information, against compression and density.
In a system designed on "ideal" principles, it is assumed that the more statistically reliable a cue is then the greater should be its contribution to recovered surface slant. From that vantage point, Blake et al. derived the specific predictions that any system implementing their theory for recovery of planar slant should show: (a) greater reliance on compression than on density at FOVs < 20 deg; (b) at FOV~20deg compression and density should be equally effective, and (c) at FOVs > 20 deg compression should be less effective than density. We have tested these predictions for human vision by pitting compression and density components of texture against one another, while varying FOV of a planar patch of texture. The experiments designed for these tests can be viewed as cue integration studies, both in terms of integration of different texture cue components and, as will be seen, stereo/texture cue integration. We wish to emphasize however, that the experiments were designed solely within the context of the Blake et al. theory and were not intended to test schemes for cue integration more generally.
It is of interest to note that most psychophysical experiments on shape from texture have neglected to study systematically the effect of FOV on judgements of shape from texture, typically using a fixed FOV size throughout a particular study. Any general conclusions drawn from such studies about the relative influence of a particular texture cue component may be unwarranted if Blake and colleagues' theory is implemented in human vision. For example, Stevens (1981) concluded that density was not used as a cue to surface shape, but this was from a small FOV for which compression is predicted to be the dominant cue. Similarly, a limitation of Cutting and Millard's (1984) study in the light of Blake and colleagues' theory is that they explored the relative contributions of the three texture components for both curved and planar surfaces with only a single FOV of about 15 deg in all their experiments. The only shapefrom-texture studies of which we are aware that varied FOV size (Stavrianos, 1945; Erikson, 1964; Freeman, 1966) were concerned with testing the shape/slant invariance hypothesis rather than estimating the effectiveness of various texture components for recovery of surface slant with changes in FOV. Moreover, those studies all used small FOVs as far as the Blake et al. theory is concerned.
A further feature of the experiments reported here is that they used a real object (a large table top) seen binocularly. Computer generated textures were projected onto the table top and the observer's task was to judge the slant of the table. This was determined in part by the physical slant of the table, the factor which generated a stereo cue, and in part by the nature of the projected texture (Frisby & Buckley, 1992 Table Size ~ 55 cm 150 x 300 cm i, FIGURE 1. The apparatus used to display the stimuli (not drawn to scale). The irregular circular contour in the top right hand comer depicts how the shape of the outline of a stimulus such as that in Fig. 2 would appear from the observer's viewpoint. Note that when the table is set at the depicted slant of parallel to the ground plane this is termed a 0 deg slanted surface throughout this paper, as this was the slant angle number that observers were trained to assign to it. Using the standard definition, the slant at the centre of the surface was in fact about 53 deg, which is the angle between the normal to the surface at that point and the line of sight.
the additional benefit of testing the predictions in a fairly natural viewing situation. As will be discussed later, it was found in pilot studies that monocular viewing of textures made up either of needle elements or triangular elements produced only weak and unreliable slant judgements. The table surface was therefore viewed binocularly. This solved the problem of poorly defined slant perceptions but it raised the question of the validity of testing the Ideal Observer theory with binocularly viewed triangular element textures rather than monocular viewing of needle element textures. This issue will be discussed fully later.
METHODS
We begin by describing features common to both experiments.
Apparatus
The apparatus was similar to that described in Frisby and Buckley (1992) . All stimuli were projected from above onto a large table (Fig. 1 ) which could be rotated about an axis positioned to be horizontal and centrally placed in the observer's field of view. The observer stood throughout the experiment and looked down onto the table, viewing it binocularly through a large viewing tunnel constructed from black card whose edges were ragged in shape. A tightly fitting headrest prevented significant head movements during stimulus presentation. The stimuli were patches of texture whose centres were 195 cm from the observer's eyes and located midway along the axis of rotation of the table. The slant angle for fixation at the centre of the table was 53 deg when the table was set to be parallel to the floor. However, this slant is referred to here as 0 deg, the number that observers were trained to assign to the table when they saw it parallel to the floor. The table could be rotated by means of a calibrated lever to various slants between -t-10 deg: we refer to slants that would make the table appear to be going uphill from the observer's point of view as +ve slants, downhill as -ve. Note that the tilt angle of the table remained fixed throughout the experiment. The table was covered in black material and was surrounded on all sides by black drapes that, combined with the headrest and viewing tunnel, prevented the observer seeing the table top except from the intended experimental vantage position. During the experiment the lights in the laboratory were extinguished so that the observer saw on each trial a patch of white texels floating in a black space on a planar surface. All else was invisible even after dark adaptation. Between trials the view of the table was obscured by a large black shutter and the viewing tunnel was illuminated by a dim fluorescent tube in order to maintain the observer in a relatively steady state of dark adaptation and to prevent complete dark adaptation.
Stimuli
The textures were generated using a graphics program which allowed independent control of density, compression and scaling, in the sense that each of these texture components could be set to signal a different surface slant. The stereo slant was a wholly independent factor, being determined by the physical slant of the table onto which the stimuli were projected (see Fig. 1 ). Allowance was made in making the slides required for a given texture cue, for the particular angle of the table that happened to be in use for generating the stereo cue.
The projected texture patches were the negatives of the examples shown in Figs 2, 3 and 7, so that each texel appeared as a triangle drawn with white lines on a black ground. The elements were positioned on the surface by randomly jittering them from a regular grid, with jitter size limited to prevent much overlap of texels. If a truly random distribution had been used, many elements would have overlapped, generating local discrepancies from homogeneity that could have prejudiced the density cue. Prejudice against the compression cue was controlled by ensuring that the computer graphics program produced on the surface an isotropic distribution of the line orientations forming the triangular texels. Of course, the observer's images of these textured surfaces were neither isotropic nor homogeneous. The texture patches were carefully aligned on the table so that the axis of rotation of the surface signalled by the texture cues was in correspondence with the axis of rotation of the table, and hence, with the axis used for the stereo slant cue.
The size of FOV was determined by the size of the texture patch projected onto the table. This method of varying FOV was chosen in preference to the introduction of variously sized apertures between the observer and the table rig because apertures would have introduced monocular regions at the edges of the binocularly viewed stimuli whose size could have been an additional cue to surface slant. However, using the size of the texture patch to determine FOV raised the possibility that the outline shape of the patches could play an important role in determining perceived slants, since the bounding contour of a surface can be a very strong cue to its shape (Youngs, 1976; Buckley, 1988; Kumar & Glaser, 1992; Buckley & Frisby, 1993) . Precautions taken against this possibility were that the outline shapes of all texture patches were given random protuberances from an elliptical shape ( Fig. 2) chosen to project as a circle with random protuberances in a plane fronto-parallel to the observer, irrespective of the actual slant of the table. This underlying circular shape in a fronto-parallel plane therefore mimicked the presence of apertures of different sizes while avoiding the problem of unwanted monocular regions. As discussed later (see results section of Experiment 1) it is possible that this underlying shape cue for the fronto-parallel plane did influence perceived slant despite the ragged protuberances which were intended to mask it. However, it is unlikely that this effect systematically influenced any particular texture cue as the underlying fronto-parallel slant of the outline was held constant across all conditions.
Design
The experimental paradigm used small cue conflicts: texture component slant cues were variously pitted against one another and/or against the natural stereo slant cue with the maximum conflict between any pair of cues being 10 deg. This small-conflict paradigm has proved useful in other studies Frisby & Buckley, 1992; Buckley & Frisby, 1993; Landy et al., 1995) . It avoids the kind of perceptual flipping between one cue or another that is often a characteristic of large cue conflicts. Perhaps this is because it taps mechanisms designed to interpret small cue conflicts as "sensor noise" arising when different channels are dealing with the same physical event, and hence properly the subject of integration.
Slant perceptions from all chosen slant cue combinations were measured for FOVs of 10, 20 and 30 deg. The slant cue combinations used in each experiment are described later. Four versions of each combination were generated, with each one having a different set of random protuberances on its outline shape. Each version also had a different random texture satisfying the slant cue combination required. This was in order to discourage the observer from using local changes in texture micropatterns between stimuli as a cue to surface slant. The observers made one judgement for each of the four versions, and the mean of these four judgements for each observer provided the raw data that were analysed in ANOVAs and Tukey HSD tests.
Experiment 1 used equilateral triangles, Experiment 2 used both equilateral and scalene triangles. The obvious elements for testing Blake and colleagues' theory are not triangles but the needle elements on which its analysis is based. However, pilot studies showed that needle textures created very weak texture slant cues, and so triangles were substituted as the line elements of which they were comprised also provide a valid test of the theory. Even triangles did not produce very powerful texture slant cues in our apparatus and so when density and compression cues were set to be in conflict, the scaling cue was always set to be consistent with the texture component that was in opposition to the stereo cue, in order to give it some support (recall from the previous footnote, that the Ideal Observer theory makes no predictions about the effectiveness of scaling with changes of FOV). This proved a reasonably successful procedure [cf. the similar use of shading in Blake et al. (1993) to support weak shapefrom-texture effects]. Even so, the power of the stochastic textures used here, considered in terms of their effectiveness to alter perceived table top slant perceptions when in opposition to stereo, was less than that of the more regular textures used by Frisby and Buckley (1992) .
Training
Prior to the experiment proper, the observers were trained to make slant judgements in the rig with a stimulus composed of long curved lines. This was made of several lengths of optical fibre mounted on a flat board and bent into interleaved curved contours covering an area about 30 × 30 deg. The surfaces of the fibres were roughened so that the entire lengths of the fibres emitted light when their ends were illuminated by a strong light source, shielded to prevent unwanted ambient light and located outside the observer's field of view. This construction was placed on the table. When viewed binocularly it gave the impression of a planar surface patch covered in white curved lines floating in black space. This training stimulus was designed to be very different from the experimental textures, to allow observers to learn how to perform the slant estimation task without them also learning during training to favour using one particular component of texture over another in making their judgements. With this stimulus observers were trained to make binocular judgements, with feedback, to surface slants of +10, +5, 0, --5 and -10 deg, all determined by the physical slant of the table. Observers had to achieve a training criterion of correctly identifying the slant of each training stimulus, presented in a random order, at least twice in succession before being allowed to proceed. About 20% of potential observers were eliminated at this stage. Note that the purpose of the training was to ensure the observers could make consistent slant judgements to the same stimulus (without of course knowing at any moment what stimulus was being presented). From some of the informal comments they made, the training regime meant that some observers were taught to respond "zero" to a plane that in fact appeared to them as going a little uphill. In practice this did not prove a problem when it was explained to them that we were concerned only with them using a consistent label for whatever slant they perceived.
Procedure
Each experiment was run in two sessions, separated by 1-3 days. Each session lasted about 45 min. This time included the initial training period described above which itself lasted 10-15 min and which was included in every session to ensure the observers remembered what was required of them. Each observer viewed the stimuli in a different pseudo-random order, constrained so that no more than two stimuli with the same FOV and/or surface texture parameters and/or stereo parameters could occur in succession. The various stimuli were shown in a different random order for each observer. This order was repeated in reverse in the second half of the session to obtain a second counterbalanced judgement for each stimulus. Each stimulus presentation was one of the four different versions of each condition described above. The shutter controlling the observer's view of the table was Table slant, opened for 5 sec on each trial, which was the limit set for each judgement. No feedback was given during the experiment proper. The adjustment of the slant of the table between trials produced some audible noises. It was unlikely that the observer could have used these as a reliable cue to the slant of the surface, but nevertheless care was taken to render them useless by making a table adjustment between all trials, even if two successive stimuli in fact required the same stereo slant.
EXPERIMENT 1
In this study the texels were equilateral triangles of uniform size, with 1 cm sides on the table surface. Examples of the textures are shown in Figs 2 and 3. Note from Fig. 2 that as FOV increased, the number of elements available to the observer also increased. This created the effect of the observer viewing the surface through apertures of various sizes revealing more or less of a statistically uniformly textured surface, but avoiding the problems described earlier of having a real aperture.
Five aspects of the stimuli were manipulated: FOV, the stereo slant cue determined by the slant of the table, and the texture slant cues of density (D), compression (C) and scaling (Sc). Table 1 shows which of the many possible combinations of these factors were chosen to test predictions of the Ideal Observer theory. The consistent conditions, defined as those for which stereo and all components of texture were in accord, were included mainly to keep the observer expecting a range of surface slants but also to provide a check on their general performance in the subjective estimation task. The notation used for labelling conditions is given in column 2 of Table 1 and is explained by the following example: DOC--10 indicates a stimulus with a density cue for a 0 deg slant, and a compression cue for a --10 deg slant. For simplicity, the value of the stereo cue is not given in this label since for all the inconsistent stimuli of interest the stereo cue was set at 0 deg. Also for simplicity, the labels do not include the value set for the scaling cue which was varied systematically according to the strategy described earlier. This was to set scaling to be always in support of D or C components competing against stereo. Entries for the inconsistent stimuli in column 3 of Table 1 show how this strategy was implemented. The strategy was decided upon mainly because pilot work indicated that even wholly consistent texture cues for the equilateral triangle texels were rather weak in competing against stereo, and so it seemed sensible to allow scaling to provide support in the way described.
This strategy for deciding what to do with the scaling cue, given our focus of interest on the compression and density cues, was not the only one considered. In the study with similar objectives run by Blake et al. (1993) , the effect of scaling was controlled for by setting their texel line elements to have random lengths, thereby eliminating scaling as a reliable cue. A question that can be asked of that approach, however, is: if one aspect of texture information is made unreliable, does this unreliability reduce the effectiveness of other texture cues? In fact, Blake and colleagues' results suggest that the D and C components aspects of their textures were reasonably effective in their stimuli, but we mention this point to draw attention to some possible pitfalls in designing experiments of the present kind in which different texture components are manipulated independently but with effects which may not in practice be independent.
A further possible design strategy that was considered for dealing with the question of what to do with the scaling cue was to hold scaling fixed to signal a particular surface slant throughout the experiment. For example, Stevens (1981) set scaling to signal a fronto-parallel plane throughout a series of stimuli, with density set to non-fronto-parallel slants. He concluded that density was not used as a cue. However, because his stimuli involved large conflicts, the generality of his conclusions can be questioned. Buckley et aL (1988) and Frisby and Buckley (1992) have found that texture and stereo cues will integrate if the conflict, between cues is small (say, up to + 20 deg), whereas when conflicts are large one or other cue tends to dominate. This consideration may help explain the large individual differences reported by Stevens et al. (1991) to stimuli that involve large cue conflicts. In any event, our wish to avoid large cue conflicts was one reason why we did not follow the path taken by Stevens.
Predictions
Figure 4(a) shows the prediction from the Ideal Observer theory of the influence of compression and density on planar slant. As can be seen, the strong qualitative prediction from the Ideal Observer theory is that there should be a crossover at 20 deg FOV in plots showing the effectiveness of the compression and density cues in determining perceived planar slants. 
Field of View (degrees) FIGURE 4. Predictions from the Ideal Observer Model. For the effectiveness of compression and density for a 63 deg slanted plane ( --10 deg, downhill, slant in our terminology). (a)
The ratio of Fischer information IC/ID in compression and density cues, respectively, as a function of FOV (for more details see Blake et al., 1993) . A clear transition is predicted at about 20deg FOV: at smaller FOV compression is dominant, at larger FOV density is dominant. From these data the effect on judged slant can be estimated and this is shown in (b) where the crossover of the lines is the prediction from the model that is under test. The actual predicted judged slant values are arbitrary, being based on the approximate weightings given to texture in combination with stereo in Experiments 1 and 2.
in the present experimental design, taking as an example slant perceptions generated by the DOC-10 and D-10C0 conditions. Perceived slants for the DOC--10 stimulus should move in the uphill direction as FOV is increased due to the DO cue becoming more powerful and hence diminishing the relative effectiveness of the C -10 cue in signalling a downhill slant. The situation should be the other way round for the D--10C0 condition, for which perceived slant should change in the downhill direction as FOV is increased, again due to D becoming more powerful, but in this instance pulling slant perceptions downhill. This qualitative prediction should show itself as a significant texture x FOV interaction in an analysis of variance.
Observers
The four men and two women observers, aged 16-33 years, all had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and stereo acuities better than a pre-set screening criterion of 30 min arc as measured using the Titmus Randot Test. None were aware of the experimental hypothesis, nor of the manipulations made to the textures, and all were inexperienced psychophysical observers. They were given both written and oral instructions on the slant estimation task during training.
Results
Data from the consistent stimuli (where stereo and all components of texture are in accord) are shown in Fig. 5 , pooled for brevity of report with the equivalent data from the second experiment, because there were no statistical differences between data from the Consistent conditions in the two studies. Stimulus slant is shown on the ordinate, judged slant on the abscissa, and FOV is the parameter of the lines. Figure 5 shows that observers were able to perform the slant judgement task reliably, for all FOVs. A three-way ANOVA was run on these data (actually data of 12 observers due to missing cells for one observer) with factors: experiment, FOV and texture condition. This showed that FOV has an overall effect on the judgements of slant: as FOV increases then the stimuli are judged to appear slanted more uphill F2,2o =5.21, P< 0.05). We speculate that this effect may be due to the "pull" of the outline of the stimuli, recall that these were arranged to appear as irregular circles in a fronto-parallel plane, as FOV increases then so does the size of these outlines and so, perhaps, the effect on judged slant. As can be seen from the diverging nature of the plots in Fig. 5 this effect was small but significantly greater for the uphill (+ve) slants (F6,6o = 7.94, P < 0.0001). Figure 6 shows results from the inconsistent stimuli and the DOC0 consistent stimuli pooled over the six observers and over their four judgements for each stimulus. Here the ordinate is FOV, the abscissa is judged slant (but note the change in scale compared with Fig. 5) , and condition labels are given as the parameters of the lines. Conditions with the same compression cue have the same symbols: C10, circles; CO, squares; and C-10, triangles. A two-way ANOVA was run on these data whose factors were FOV and texture condition. Field of View (degrees) FIGURE 6. Group means from the inconsistent stimuli and DOC0 consistent stimuli of Experiment 1 (n = 6). For all these stimuli stereo was set at 0 deg and is therefore not shown as a parameter. Each line reflects stimuli with the same constituents of the texture components; density (D), compression (C) and scaling (Sc). For clarity, the value of the scaling component is not indicated in the figure, as it was always set to be consistent with the texture component that was in conflict with the stereo cue (see Table 1 ). Also, each line has been given a symbol that reflects a common compression component in the texture: circles for C = + 10 deg, squares for C = 0 deg, and triangles for C = -10 deg. From this figure it can be seen that data plots group together into three clusters, each characterised by the stimuli sharing the same compression component, and hence symbol shape. The error bar at the top left corner of the graph is the mean of the 21 standard errors (about +/ -0.6 deg) calculated for each of the means shown. This bar therefore reflects differences between observers and not the error variation used in the ANOVA cited in the text, as it was a repeated measures design.
the latter factor, the six inconsistent conditions listed in Table 1 were cited as six items on a nominal scale. It was not possible to use compression and density as separate factors each with a number of levels because not all cells in the required matrix had been selected in the experimental design (for reasons of controlling session length). Subsequent Tukey HSD tests explored differences between texture conditions. The main points to note from Fig. 6 and the data analyses are as follows.
(i) The judged slants for the consistent condition DOC0 (for which the D and C cues are both signalling horizontal slant, as were with the stereo and scaling cues) are shown as a baseline in Fig. 6 . It can be seen that they lie within + 1 deg of zero slant. Their slight rise with FOV reflects the tendency just referred to for table slant to appear to rise slightly uphill as FOV was increased without manipulations to any slant cues. The inconsistent conditions in Fig.  6 show the same tendency but here the effect of FOV was non-significant (/72,1o = 5.38), given conservative corrections* applied for violation of assumptions required for the ANOVA arising from marked individual differences (plots for individual *All cited significance levels are those obtained after applying, where necessary, conservative epsilon corrections for departures from covariance assumptions (Howell, 1987) . tA scalene triangle has three sides of different length.
observers showed that two of the six observers did not show this FOV effect, the other four did).
(ii) There was a significant texture conditions effect (F6,30 = 10.12, P < 0.01). This can be seen in Fig. 6 as the lines falling into three clusters, each separated by 1-2 deg shifts in judged slant. The distinguishing feature in each cluster is the value of the C cue in the conditions plotted in that cluster. The D cue can be seen to have little or no effect: lines within each cluster had different values of the D cue, and so the similarity of those lines reflects the lack of an appreciable effect due to density. That compression was the dominant, indeed the only, effective texture cue was confirmed by a series of Tukey HSD comparisons between the texture conditions (details are given in subsequent analyses conducted in conjunction with data from Experiment 2). A significant C effect emerged despite the small size of the shifts between clusters: varying the C cue from +10 to -10deg produced a shift in slant perceptions of only about 3 deg. (iii) The textures for the middle cluster of lines in Fig. 6 differed not only in their D component, but also in their scaling cue as the latter was always set to assist the D or C component in conflict with stereo. Hence the lack of a difference between the lines in this cluster can also be interpreted as evidence that the scaling cue had no appreciable effect on perceived slant. (iv) Contrary to predictions from the Ideal Observer theory, there was no significant interaction of texture conditions with FOV (Fm,6o = 0.62), nor was there any sign of this interaction in plots for individual observers.
Discussion
The main feature of the results from Experiment 1 was the failure to find any significant effect of density, thereby leaving compression as the "dominant" texture cue because it alone influenced slant judgements. This led us to consider whether using a texture of equilateral triangles had differently favoured compression, perhaps because of the regularity of shape and size of these texels over the whole surface. Experiment 2 was run as a check on this possibility.
EXPERIMENT 2
This experiment included scalenet triangles, varying randomly in size (within arbitrary preset limits) and in orientation over the surface, as shown in Fig. 7 . These scalene triangles were chosen to match (within about + 4%) the equivalent equilateral triangle stimuli, in terms of the total length of the perimeters of the elements on the surface. As for the equilateral triangles, the line elements of scalene triangles provide valid tests of the Ideal Observer theory. It is perhaps noteworthy that the appearance of the scalene triangles texture more nearly approached the appearance of a random needle texture than did the equilateral triangles texture. Whether that fact alone made them a better choice of texture, given that the Ideal Observer theory of Blake et aL (1993) is founded on random needle texels, is a moot point. The design of Experiment 2 was similar to the previous one except that only downhill texture cues were included in the set of inconsistent conditions (that is, those defined in rows 4--6 of Table 1 ). Inconsistent stimuli with uphill texture cues were excluded to allow both equilateral and scalene triangle textures to be tested for the chosen conditions in sessions of similar duration as Experiment 1. Thus, as before, there were two sessions, each of about 45 min, separated by at least a day. Also again the inconsistent stimuli were presented in each of four versions. The consistent conditions were the same as those shown in Table 1 : they were presented only with equilateral triangle textures, and each was judged only twice (except for the DOC0 stimulus which was presented four times), again to avoid fatigue, loss of concentration, etc. arising from lengthy sessions. All other conditions were judged four times.
The above exclusions also created room for inclusion in Experiment 2 of a condition embodying a texture Field of View (degrees) FIGURE 8. Group means from the inconsistent stimuli and DOC0 consistent stimuli of Experiment 2 (n = 7) following the same format as Fig. 6 for textures of (a) equilateral triangles, and (b) scalene triangles.
(a) Also shows, dashed line, the group mean data for the DOC--10 stimuli with "random compression". Note how these data are very similar to the stimuli that have "regular" compression of --10 deg, the data with triangular symbols.
feature we call "random compression". This condition was of the DOC--10 type but composed of texels consistent with surface slants chosen at random from the range 0 to --20 deg in such a way that the average slant signalled by compression was --10deg. The interest in this texture type was to provide a pilot exploration of the question: would a randomly varying compression cue be as effective as the "regular" compression used in Experiment 1, or would it result in compression becoming a less effective cue (see Young et al., 1993; Massaro, 1995) . This question was asked only for the equilateral triangles' texture.
Observers
These were three women and four men, aged 20-25 years, satisfying the same selection criteria used in Experiment 1. None had participated in that study and they were trained in the same way as before.
Results
Data from the consistent conditions have already been described (Fig. 5) , having been pooled with those from Experiment 1 because of the lack of any significant differences between these data from the two studies.
Results for the inconsistent stimuli and the DOC0 consistent stimuli are shown in Fig. 8(a) and (b) for the equilateral and scalene triangles, respectively, following the same format used in Fig. 6 (i.e., group means obtained by pooling across seven observers and four observations per stimulus). The results were analysed in a three-way ANOVA (excluding the random compression condition), in which the factors were FOV, triangle type, and texture condition. There was no significant difference between triangle types (El, 6 -2.98), nor were there any significant interactions with this factor. There was a significant effect of texture condition (Fajs = 7.12, P < 0.01). However, there was again no significant interaction of texture condition with FOV (F6,36 = 0.37) against predictions of the Ideal Observer theory.
Tukey HSD tests showed that the D0C --10 conditions with "random compression" were not significantly different, at any FOV, from the equivalent conditions with "regular compression", as can be seen in Fig. 8(a) .
There was no significance difference between the inconsistent equilateral triangle texture conditions shared by Experiments 1 and 2 (F1,11 = 1.19), nor any significant interactions with the experiment factor in that analysis. These data were therefore pooled, giving n = 13, and the resultant group means are shown in Fig. 9 . The two clusters again reflect a separation based on a common value of the compression cue, and little or no effect from density. This picture is supported by Table 2 which provides the results of Tukey HSD tests between all the conditions shown in Fig. 9 (in this table, the scaling cue in each texture condition is also indicated, using the label Sc, as a reminder of the presence of this cue and its value in each case). Table 2 shows that the two stimuli with CO are significantly different from the two stimuli with C -10. Also, stimuli with the same value of compression, be it CO or C-10, are not significantly different from each other despite their differing values of D and scaling. Equivalent tests performed on the same data from Sc-10 X ** D0-10C-10 Sc-10 X **P < 0.01; n.s. = not significant.
Experiment 1, and from the two texture element types of Experiment 2 considered separately, produced similar patterns of results. Experiment 2 thus replicated the main features of Experiment 1, namely that the predictions of the Ideal Observer model were not upheld, and that only the compression texture cue produced statistically significant effects on judged slant. Density had little or no effect despite the use of scalene triangles, and neither did scaling.
The question can be asked at this point: would we have obtained the same results if we had used monocular presentations? We have routinely and successfully included monocular judgements in other texture cue studies using our table apparatus (Frisby & Buckley, 1992) . Also in Frisby et al., (1995a) we have found results very similar to Cutting and Millard (1984) for the contributions of perspective and compression to the perception of curved and planar surfaces, even though in the former the surfaces were viewed binocularly and in the latter monocularly. However, when we tried monocular viewing of the texture types used here we found that observers usually produced highly variable data and they complained about how unhappy they were with the task. Some reported that the differently sized texture patches were seen as objects at different distances, which complicated their slant judgements. Ironically, therefore, having a binocular view of these textures may have strengthened the effectiveness of the texture cue, with stereo providing disambiguating information about the distance to the planes, see Frisby et al., (1995b) . We also suspect that when planar slant cues are delivered by stochastic textures of the present kind, rather than by the more regular textures used in Frisby and Buckley (1992) , the texture slant cues are too weak to create stable slant perceptions monocularly. If so, this makes it of particular interest, from a cue integration stand-point, that for these textures at least the compression component proved powerful enough to influence the size of a perceived slant established solidly by the stereo cue. This is another justification for using the natural viewing scenario provided by our table rig for experiments of this kind.
DISCUSSION
Our findings are surprising given those of Cutting and Millard (1984) who found that scaling (called by them perspective) and not compression was the dominant cue for judgements of the surface attribute "flatness" (defined as the surface being perceived as flat because it lacked the curved ridge seen in other conditions). However, this difference might derive from the fact that our task, although concerned with planar surfaces, was that of judging slant angle, not "flatness" [although Frisby et al. (1995a) have found results, using a slant matching task, that confirm those of Cutting and Millard] . Also, the lack of an effect here from scaling is surprising given the results of Frisby and Buckley (1992) who, using the same apparatus, viewing distance and task as used here but more regular textures, reported that compression and scaling were about equally effective. In both the above Frisby et al. experiments, however, the texture was about equally weighted with stereo when all components of texture were inconsistent with the stereo cue. In the experiments reported here the more statistical textures had less overall effect even when all components of texture were inconsistent with the stereo. Perhaps when texture is a less powerful cue compression is the most dominant component even when, as found in Experiment 2, noise is added to this cue. This idea has some support from Frisby and Buckley (1992) who found that when the stereo cue was strengthened, by reducing the viewing distance, it was mainly the compression cue that proved able to influence perceived planar slant.
In considering this question of the relative effectiveness of different texture components for recovering attributes of planar surfaces, it is of interest to note some of the remarks volunteered by our naive observers as they proceeded through the experiment, spontaneously trying to guess what it was about. Typical comments were: "It's the size of the triangles isn't it?", a clear reference to the visibility of the scaling cue. Or: "They get denser at the top, don't they?". Of course no feedback was given by the experimenter to such comments. Importantly no observer said anything like: "The triangles are getting squashed up more", or "The sides of the triangles are lining up with the horizon". This suggests that perhaps they did not notice the compression cue at all! If so, this makes it even more surprising that density and scaling had no appreciable effects, whereas compression did.
Our finding that density was ineffective is in keeping with other experiments that have manipulated density gradients as a monocular texture cue to surface shape (e.g. Smith & Smith, 1957; Braunstein, 1968; Braunstein & Payne, 1969; Stevens, 1981; Cutting & Millard, 1984) , or as a texture cue in conflict with stereo (Frisby & DOES THE HUMAN VISUAL SYSTEM IMPLEMENT AN IDEAL OBSERVER THEORY OF SLANT FROM TEXTURE? 1175 Buckley, 1992; Frisby et al. 1995a,b) . In all those experiments density gradients on their own were found to provide weak or no effects on surface shape. This failure might relate to the fact that all these studies used rather small FOV in the context of the Ideal Observer theory. But that clearly was not a shortcoming of the present experiments, and so it seems safe to conclude that density is in general a rather weak cue to surface shape for human vision.
It is of interest to ask why this might be so, particularly given that the Ideal Observer theory shows that density carries more reliable information than compression at large FOV. Barlow (1980) argues that the value of developing an Ideal Observer theory of a visual task is to know when human performance falls significantly short of optimal, as this can lead to a deeper understanding of the design considerations that have determined the "shortcomings" of the visual system. Hence the real value of the present experiments is to raise the question: why should the visual system neglect to use information that is theoretically available in the density cue?
We suspect that the answer to this question relates, in part, to the fact demonstrated by the Ideal Observer theory, that achieving a high reliability for the density cue requires a large FOV, and that this limits the value of this cue for the visual world usually inhabited by humans.
Highly reliable density information may not actually be available over a large FOV due to the reduced resolution of the visual system at increased eccentricity, both neurophysiologically (for a review, see Wilson et aL, 1990) and optically (Navarro et aL, 1993; Artal, 1993 ; for a review see Charman, 1991) . This reduced resolution would pose the greatest problems for density in view of the larger FOV required to achieve a given reliability. However, a possible solution to this problem that could be used by the fixating human visual system is to extract the required information from a high-resolution representation of the scene built up from a succession of scanning eye movements. Recall that in our experiments eye movements were allowed.
But perhaps a more fundamental consideration is that a visual system needing to integrate information over a large FOV would be susceptible to spurious integration of information across surface/object boundaries, necessitating great care with scene segmentation.* If one holds a 30 cm ruler at arms length (which causes the ruler to subtend an angle of roughly 30 deg) while viewing a typical office scene (or indeed most everyday scenes), it soon becomes apparent that not many surfaces exist for which the visual system has an uncluttered view of a * Voorhees and Poggio (1988) , after analyzing many natural scenes, argue that texture boundaries are far more likely to be due to changes in texel density than changes in texel orientation or size. Therefore, if an image is incorrectly segmented, this is more likely to add noise to the density information about surface shape than to the compression or scaling information. Alternatively, perhaps this suggests that for many natural scenes, density would be better used as a cue for image segmentation than as a cue to surface shape.
planar patch subtending 30 deg in diameter covered in an homogeneous texture. (The most likely candidate is a patch of floor covering.) Since, as the Ideal Observer theory shows, compression conveys reliable slant information at smaller FOVs, then this ecological fact may explain why compression seems to be the cue preferred by the human visual system; it better meets the reality that projections of homogeneously textured surfaces in the real world are usually small.
